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ABSTRACT :

Juvenile justice systems in the United States do not always 

respond effectively to substance abuse problems among young

offenders. In 2002, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

launched a 10-community demonstration project to address this

problem. Reclaiming Futures relies on community partnerships 

to improve treatment quality, strengthen local leadership, expand

inter-organizational collaboration, and create systems of shared 

performance management.The initial findings of a cross-site 

evaluation suggest that Reclaiming Futures is yielding important

and positive change. Bi-annual surveys of key informants measure

the quality and integration of juvenile justice and substance 

abuse treatment systems in each community. Of 13 indices 

measured by the surveys, 11 showed significant improvements

between 2003 and 2005.
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Reclaiming Futures is a 10-site demonstration project designed 
to promote integrated, community-based systems for delivering
substance abuse interventions in the juvenile justice system. 

SECTION ONE:

Introduction

With funding from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, 10 U.S. sites are participating in a
program of training, program development, policy
reforms, and community engagement to improve
their methods for responding to young offenders.
The 10 sites are Anchorage,Alaska; Santa Cruz,
California; Chicago, Illinois; Southeastern
Kentucky; Marquette, Michigan; the state of New
Hampshire; Dayton, Ohio; Portland, Oregon; the
Sovereign Tribal Nation of Sicangu Lakota in
Rosebud, South Dakota; and Seattle,Washington.
The initiative began in 2002 and is currently in
the fifth and final year of the demonstration phase.

The Reclaiming Futures initiative is built upon
lessons learned during previous systemic reform
efforts that focused on integrated substance abuse
treatment models (Nissen,Vanderberg, Embree-
Bever, & Mankey, 1999), balanced and restorative
justice (Bazemore, 2001), system of care models
in children’s mental health (Pires, 2002), and the
role of community resources in fostering positive
youth development (National Research Council
and Institute of Medicine, 2002).The goal of 
the initiative is to design effective, community-
wide responses to substance abuse problems
among justice-involved youths.The initiative
relies on effective leadership, active teamwork
among treatment providers and justice agencies,
and broad community partnerships. Building
comprehensive community responses requires the
intentional development of leadership at several
levels within and across systems. In the juvenile
justice system in particular, judicial leadership is

required to champion a vision of reform and to
convene the stakeholders whose shared leadership
will make effective collaboration occur (Nissen,
Merrigan, & Kraft, 2005).The figure on the 
following page provides a visual overview of the
components of the model which include screen-
ing, assessment, enhanced service coordination,
and other key elements of integrated practice.

Early results from a cross-site evaluation of
Reclaiming Futures suggest that the initiative’s
strategy of focusing on systemic change and
inter-organizational coordination may be a 
useful model for inspiring effective partnerships
between justice agencies, treatment providers,
and community groups. By working together
across agency boundaries and integrating 
community partners with professional systems,
the Reclaiming Futures communities seem to 
be improving their response to substance abuse
problems among youthful offenders.
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* Success may be defined in various ways, including the absence of new arrests 
   or new court referrals, no new drug use, reduced drug use, no subsequent 
   referrals for drug or alcohol treatment, or some combination of these measures.

Service Coordination3Initial Screening1

Process
Measures

Outcome
Measures

Initial Assessment2

Of all youth identified with 
AOD problems at screening, 
how many get full assesments?

Of all youth identified with 
AOD problems at assessment, 
how many agree to complete 
an appropriate service plan?

Of all youth identified with AOD 
problems at screening who 
do NOT get full assessments, 
how many are successful for 
at least one year?*

COORDINATED INDIVIDUALIZED RESPONSE

Youth referred to the
juvenile justice system

for law violations

Youth eligible for
treatment or supervision

in the community

As soon as possible after 
being referred to the juvenile 
justice system, youth should 
be screened for possible sub- 
stance abuse problems using 
a reputable screening tool. 

If possible substance abuse 
is indicated, refer for Initial 
Assessment.

If substance abuse is 
indicated, refer for Service 
Coordination.

Intervention plans should 
be designed and coordinated 
by community teams that are 
family driven, span agency 
boundaries, and draw upon 
community-based resources. 
Intervention should include 
whatever mix of services is 
appropriate for each youth, 
perhaps including AOD 
treatment, educational and 
preventive services, involve-
ment in pro-social activities, 
and the assistance of natural 
helpers known to the youth 
and his or her family.

Youth with possible substance 
abuse problems should be 
assessed using a reputable 
tool to measure their use of 
alcohol and other drugs (AOD), 
individual and family risks, 
needs, and strengths. The 
primary purpose of an initial 
assessment is to measure 
the severity of AOD problems. 
A second purpose is to shape 
an informed service plan.If no substance

abuse is indicated,
resume traditional

juvenile justice process

THE RECLAIMING FUTURES INITIATIVE: Improving Substance Abuse Interventions for Justice-Involved Youth 2
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Completion6Initiation4 Engagement5

Of all youth who agree to 
complete an appropriate 
service plan, how many 
initiate services as designed?

Of all youth who initiate a 
service plan, how many
become fully engaged in 
services?

Of all youth engaged in 
services, how many complete 
the service plan as designed?

Of all youth who agree to 
a service plan but FAIL to 
initiate services as designed, 
how many are successful 
for at least one year?

Of all youth who initiate 
a service plan but FAIL to 
become fully engaged, how 
many are successful for at 
least one year?

Of all youth engaged in 
services who FAIL to complete 
the service plan, how many 
are successful for at least 
one year?

Of all youth who complete 
the service plan, how many 
are successful for at least 
one year?

COMMUNITY DIRECTED ENGAGEMENT

Service initiation is a critical 
moment in intervention. 
Consistent with the 
treatment standards of the 
Washington Circle Group 
(www.washingtoncircle.org), 
initiation is defined as at least 
one service contact within 
14 days of a full assessment. 
Initiation can be measured for 
the entire intervention plan or 
for each component of the plan. 
Service initiation should be 
monitored whether or not the 
intervention plan includes 
formal AOD treatment.

Youth and families must be 
effectively engaged in services. 
Engagement is defined as 
three successful service 
contacts within 30 days of 
a youth’s full assessment. 
Engagement can be measured 
for each service component 
or for all elements of the 
service plan taken as a whole. 
Engagement should be 
monitored whether or not 
the intervention plan includes 
formal AOD treatment.

Community coordination teams 
should specify how much of 
each service plan must be 
completed in order for the plan 
as a whole to be considered 
complete. As appropriate, 
completion of the service plan 
should involve the gradual 
withdrawal of agency-based 
services and the engage-
ment of youth and families 
in community resources and 
natural helping relationships.

THE RECLAIMING FUTURES INITIATIVE: Improving Substance Abuse Interventions for Justice-Involved Youth 3
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The use of alcohol and other drugs is highly prevalent among
young people in the United States.

SECTION TWO:

Policy Context

Almost all American youths have some experi-
ence with the use of alcohol by age 18, and near-
ly half have tried marijuana (Johnston, O’Malley,
& Bachman, 2003; SAMHSA, 2003). Prolonged
substance abuse increases the risk of various
social and developmental problems for young
people, but one of the most troubling correlates
of adolescent drug abuse is delinquent behavior
and its legal consequences.

A few figures from the juvenile justice system
indicate the growing problem. In 2005, U.S. law
enforcement agencies made 191,800 juvenile
arrests for drug law violations, an increase of 106
percent compared with 1985 (Butts & Snyder,
2006). Drug-related offenses consume far more
of the juvenile court’s resources today than they
did 10 or 20 years ago. Between 1985 and 2002,
drug cases grew from 6.5 to 12 percent of all
delinquency matters in U.S. juvenile courts
(Stahl, Finnegan, & Kang, 2005).

The juvenile justice system must provide an
appropriate and proportionate response for the
illegal behavior of every young offender, and, as its
founders intended, it must simultaneously try to
address the problems that underlie the behavior. It
would be inappropriate for juvenile justice officials
to ignore a serious substance abuse problem just
because a young person has not committed a seri-
ous offense, but it would be equally inappropriate
to impose sanctions that are disproportionate to
the severity of a youth’s offense, just to compel
him or her to participate in drug treatment.

Providing substance abuse treatment through
the auspices of the juvenile justice system
involves risk. For some youths, the net effect 

may be positive.They may learn to avoid alcohol
and drug abuse and have fewer future legal 
troubles. For other youths, however, involvement 
in the justice system could actually be harmful.
The negative self-identity associated with formal
court sanctions causes some youths to engage 
in more illegal behavior, not less (Bernburg &
Krohn, 2003). Juvenile justice officials must
decide which risk is greater: failing to treat a
potential substance abuse problem out of concern
for legal fairness and thus allowing a youth’s
behavior to worsen, or ordering coercive inter-
vention before it is truly warranted and possibly
increasing a youth’s delinquent tendencies in 
the name of treatment.

To maintain a balance of justice and treatment,
the juvenile justice system should detect sub-
stance abuse issues as soon as possible, and it must
provide a suitable response for whatever alcohol
and drug issues are presented by youths. Most
young offenders are involved in occasional and
non-dependent alcohol and drug use. For them,
the justice system must be able to deliver preven-
tive and educationally oriented interventions.
Other youths are involved in sustained and severe
abuse of alcohol and other drugs. For them,
the justice system must provide high-quality,
evidence-based treatments, sometimes including
inpatient and/or residential care if it is to meet 
its goal of effectively interrupting the association
between substance use and delinquency.What is
the most appropriate assortment of intervention
models? How can the juvenile justice system
ensure that it has the right solution for each
young person? The answer should be based on

2



the mix of substance abuse problems presented
by justice-involved youths. Unfortunately, many
communities do not know how many of their
youthful offenders have serious substance abuse
problems because they do not consistently screen
and assess those referred to juvenile court. From
nationally available data, however, it is clear that
many—even most—youthful offenders have at
least used alcohol and/or illegal drugs.

Marijuana (cannabis) is the primary drug used
by young offenders, just as it is for young non-
offenders (Iversen, 2000).The former Arrestee
Drug Abuse Monitoring Program (ADAM) found
that half the juveniles taken into police custody 
in many U.S. cities had used marijuana recently
enough to be detected (NIJ, 2003). In Phoenix,
for example, just over half (55%) of the juveniles
taken into police custody tested positive for 
marijuana, accounting for 92 percent of the juve-
niles testing positive for any kind of illegal drug.
Drug testing in Portland, Oregon, detected recent
marijuana use in 46 percent of juvenile detainees,
which was 90 percent of all positive drug tests.

Marijuana use by itself, however, should not 
be accepted as evidence of a drug abuse problem.
Drug use surveys suggest that more than 40 
percent of all youths, non-offenders and offenders
alike, will at least try marijuana by age 18
(Johnson et al., 2003). Only some of these youths
will turn out to have substance abuse problems.
It would be unacceptable to coerce 40 percent of
teenagers into drug treatment. It would be unjust
to do the same to all arrested youths, especially
those charged with minor crimes.The juvenile
justice system should seek to identify drug-using
offenders who have serious substance abuse prob-
lems or those who appear to be headed toward
serious problems, and then to deliver appropriate
and effective interventions for these youths.

Several researchers have used diagnostic 
screening and assessment tools to identify the
scale of drug abuse among young offenders.
Teplin and associates, for example, interviewed 
a sample of 1,800 youths being held in the
Chicago detention center (Teplin et al., 2002).
They found “substance use disorders” (abuse or
dependence during the previous six months) in
half of all male juveniles (51%) and just under

half of females (47%). Most of the disorders
involved alcohol and cannabis.Among males, for
example, marijuana use disorders were seen in 
45 percent of juvenile offenders and alcohol use
disorders were detected in 26 percent.“Other
substance use” disorders (i.e., beyond alcohol 
and marijuana) were detected in one of every 
40 offenders (or 2.4%).

Detained juveniles, however, are not represen-
tative of youthful offenders in general.Youths
held in detention account for just 20 percent of

all offenders (Stahl et al., 2005). Most offending
youths are released after arrest—especially those
charged with non-violent and less serious offenses.
Substance abuse rates among general offender
populations are considerably lower (Wasserman 
et al., 2005;Aarons et al., 2001).Wasserman and
her colleagues used clinical interviews to estimate
the prevalence of substance use disorders among
a sample of youths from a juvenile justice intake
population (i.e., all youths referred to court by
law enforcement). Substance use disorders were
detected in 25 percent of the study sample. Most
youths were not considered drug dependent, and
most substance use disorders involved the use of 
alcohol and marijuana.Abuse of drugs other than
alcohol or marijuana was seen in three percent 
of the study youths, while dependence on other
substances was noted in 3.6 percent of youths.

How should the juvenile justice system target
substance abuse services, and how many juveniles
are likely to require such services? The available
research suggests four standards that should

THE RECLAIMING FUTURES INITIATIVE: Improving Substance Abuse Interventions for Justice-Involved Youth 5
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and treatment, the juvenile 
justice system should detect 
substance abuse issues as soon
as possible, and it must provide 
a suitable response for whatever 
alcohol and drug issues are 
presented by youths. 

Policy Context2
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Policy Context

inform the juvenile justice approach to substance
abuse. First, the use of alcohol and other drugs 
is pervasive among young offenders.The total
spectrum of juvenile justice responses to 
substance use, from early intervention through
inpatient treatment, should be ample enough to
accommodate up to half of all youthful offenders.

Second, the simple fact of previous drug 
use does not provide enough information to
determine whether an individual has a substance
abuse problem, nor does it suggest how many
young people overall may require treatment.
The prevalence and severity of substance abuse
problems should be measured with high-quality,
validated screening and assessment tools, and
those tools should be used as early as possible 
in the juvenile justice process.

Third, 80 to 90 percent of the substance use 
behavior of young offenders involves alcohol 
and marijuana.The use of other drugs, including
methamphetamine and cocaine, is far less preva-
lent. Juvenile justice interventions should focus
largely on the risks associated with alcohol 
and marijuana use. On the other hand, because 
it is relatively uncommon, virtually any drug 
use beyond alcohol and marijuana could be
enough to place a youth in a high-risk category
in some communities.

Fourth, the vast majority of drug-involved
juvenile offenders, more than 90 percent, are 
neither dependent nor addicted.They use and
sometimes abuse alcohol and other drugs, but
they have not reached a clinical state of depend-
ence.Treatment programs for young offenders
should be capable of addressing dependence
when warranted, but most interventions in the
juvenile justice system should focus on prevent-
ing and reducing less serious forms of drug use.

Unfortunately, very few jurisdictions in the
U.S. live up to these standards. Screening and

assessment of young offenders is usually inconsis-
tent at best.The information required to assess
substance abuse problems is often not available
until late in the juvenile court process. Few 
communities provide a wide range of interven-
tion options for court-involved youths. Juvenile
justice and drug treatment agencies do not often
collaborate well, and community-based resources
are not often integrated with the efforts of 
professional service providers.The generally poor
response to substance abuse problems among
youthful offenders cannot be blamed on a lack of
effective treatment techniques.The treatment field
has developed an array of evidence-based models
for adolescents, but these programs are simply 
not available in many communities (Stevens &
Morral, 2003; Dennis, Dawud-Noursi, Muck, &
McDermeit, 2003; Liddle & Rowe, 2006).

2

How can the juvenile justice 
system ensure that it has 
the right solution for each 
young person? 
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The work required to improve systems is dif ficult and complicated. 

SECTION THREE:

Implementation

One of the key ingredients of the Reclaiming
Futures initiative is its emphasis on developing a
shared vision of systemic reform and using cross-
system collaboration to implement that vision.
The necessary partners in systemic change efforts
come from varying professional and community
backgrounds.They often do not begin with a
common perspective about the problems at hand,
and they may not even have a shared vocabulary
for discussing these problems. One of the first
crucial tasks in the Reclaiming Futures project
was to identify the strengths and weaknesses of
each community’s service system, and to design 
a shared approach for guiding and tracking efforts
to improve those systems.

Each Reclaiming Futures community devel-
oped performance measures to track whether 
its juvenile justice and drug treatment systems
actually do what they are intended to do.Are
services delivered as planned and on time? Do
youths end up where they are supposed to be?
Do they move from one stage of the system to
the next in a timely way? Do youths do better
when they move through the system as intended?
Are they re-arrested or re-referred less often than
youths who do not receive services as planned?
By implementing better performance measures,
Reclaiming Futures communities discovered
where and how their current systems were 
performing as intended and where they were
not. Each community then began to change
these systems (Table 1).

From the very beginning of the initiative, the
Reclaiming Futures National Program Office
brought together key representatives from each
Reclaiming Futures community to meet as a 

large group and to form cross-community affinity
groups, or fellowships.The participants in these
meetings shared their strategies for systemic
change and discussed their ongoing challenges 
and accomplishments.The cross-site meetings
eventually resulted in the development of a 
conceptual model that described the goals and
methods of Reclaiming Futures.

The Reclaiming Futures model is the 
conceptual tool that helped each Reclaiming
Futures community to unite the efforts of courts,
service providers, community organizations, and
individual volunteers.The model asks the juvenile
justice and treatment systems to cooperate across
agency boundaries to measure their collective
efforts. It asks each system to demonstrate a 
new level of willingness to welcome volunteers
and community groups that are available to 
help reclaim youths by providing them with 
professional services where needed, but also by 
engaging them in opportunities and community
supports.The Reclaiming Futures model
describes an inter-agency, community-integrated
system for responding to substance abuse prob-
lems among court-involved youths.The program’s
full name,“Reclaiming Futures —Communities
Helping Teens Overcome Drugs,Alcohol and
Crime,” was developed specifically to serve as 
an invitation to community teams to innovate
beyond traditional approaches. In a community
where the Reclaiming Futures model is fully
implemented, the substance abuse problems of
youthful offenders will no longer be ignored.
They will be identified early, and in some cases
they will be the focus of the juvenile justice sys-
tem’s intervention strategy for youthful offenders.

3
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State or Tribe Community Focus of Reclaiming Futures Project

Alaska Anchorage Emphasizes services for youths arrested two or more times and formally

charged in juvenile court. Teens are assessed for substance abuse and 

immediately referred for treatment. A multidisciplinary team oversees each

case. Local courts are deeply involved, but lead Reclaiming Futures agency 

is a service provider.

California Santa Cruz County Serves teens in residential treatment and transitioning back into the 

community, or those who require intensive supervision and intervention.

Emphasis on helping young people and their families develop connections 

to people and activities within their communities. 

Illinois Chicago, Cook County Developed a system of care to provide services to youths living in North

Lawndale, a predominantly African-American community within Chicago 

that has been identified as lacking substance abuse services for youths 

in trouble with the law.

Kentucky Southeastern Works with community members in four counties to develop natural supports

Kentucky and treatment alternatives. Serves youths in the justice system, but unlike

most other Reclaiming Futures projects the lead agency for the Kentucky 

initiative is a treatment provider.

Michigan Marquette County Focuses on teens with concurrent mental health and substance abuse 

problems. Worked to reform the adjudication process to begin assessment

and initiation of substance abuse services earlier in the legal process.

New Hampshire State of Works with urban and rural communities across the state, serving young 

New Hampshire people who have been charged with drug or alcohol-related offenses.

Emphasizes helping troubled youths by strengthening the relationship

between juvenile drug courts and community resources. 

Ohio Dayton, Works to pair youths adjudicated for drug-related offenses with natural

Montgomery County helpers in the community. Each teen and natural helper pair works with 

family members, probation officers, treatment providers and others to plan 

a positive program for ongoing treatment and mentoring. 

Oregon Portland, Diverts youths to treatment projects, emphasizes relationships with positive 

Multnomah County models already in youthsÕ life, and links them with activities to keep them

off drugs and alcohol.

Sovereign Rosebud, Connects community coalitions and tribal organizations to provide case 

Tribal Nation South Dakota management and treatment for young people in Children’s Court, while 

of Sicangu helping youths and families to draw upon the strengths of Lakota culture

Lakota and traditions. 

Washington Seattle, King County Focuses on improving the identification of justice-involved youths in need 

of treatment and addressing mental health problems along with substance

abuse. Includes trained mentors for each youth and graduation ceremony 

to honor youths returning to the community from the justice system.

Table 1  
RECLAIMING FUTURES COMMUNITY PROFILES

Implementation3
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The Reclaiming Futures model suggests that
six distinct stages of the juvenile justice process
be monitored in tracking the response to sub-
stance abuse problems (Figure 1).The six stages
are: (1) initial screening; (2) initial assessment;
(3) service coordination; (4) service initiation;
(5) service engagement; and (6) service comple-
tion.At several points in the model, measure-
ments are suggested to track implementation
(process) and performance (outcome).

1. INITIAL SCREENING
One of the first challenges faced by each
Reclaiming Futures community was how 
broadly to apply the Reclaiming Futures model.
Which youthful offenders are eligible for the
Reclaiming Futures model? Does the model
apply to all youths referred by law enforcement,
only those who are formally charged, or only
those who are adjudicated? Can the model be
implemented in just one neighborhood or one
area of a city or county? Each Reclaiming
Futures community had to decide how quickly
and how broadly to apply the Reclaiming
Futures model. Ultimately, the goal of the
Reclaiming Futures initiative is to create consis-
tency and accountability for all justice-involved
youths with substance abuse problems, but the
Reclaiming Futures model does not mandate the
initial scope of such an effort. It encourages each
juvenile justice system to be consistent and
accountable for youths it identifies as eligible.

In the first stage of the Reclaiming Futures
model, all eligible youths are screened for poten-
tial substance problems using a reputable screen-
ing tool that provides a first glimpse into the
potential presence of substance abuse problems.
When designed and administered properly,
screening is an effective method of detecting
potential substance abuse problems (Wilson,
Sherritt, Gates, & Knight, 2004; Knight, Sherritt,
Shrier, Harris, & Chang, 2002). Screening occurs
as soon as possible after a youth’s referral to the
juvenile justice system.The purpose of an initial
screening is to identify youths for whom a more
detailed assessment would be appropriate.As part
of the Reclaiming Futures demonstration, each
of the 10 Reclaiming Futures communities iden-
tified a specific portion of its juvenile offender

population to be the focus, or target, of its
efforts.The first quality-improvement goal in
each community was to ensure that all youths 
in the initial target population were screened.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: The Reclaiming
Futures model does not specify performance
measures for the screening stage. Decisions about
when and how widely to screen young offenders
for substance abuse problems are complex 
and involve many issues of policy, procedure,
resources, and legal philosophy. One community
may determine that all youths charged with
felony drug offenses should be screened.Another
community may decide to screen all youths who
are formally adjudicated, or perhaps all youths
arrested for a second time. Each community has
to navigate its own set of considerations about
when screening should occur, about how many
and what type of youths should be screened, by
whom, and with what tools. Screening decisions
should maximize the timing and effectiveness 
of substance abuse interventions without 

drawing youths deeper into the justice system
unnecessarily. Avoiding net-widening while 
carefully locating young people in need of help
and assisting them to access an integrated care
system is a key goal of the Reclaiming Futures
model. For this reason, performance measures at
the screening stage of the Reclaiming Futures
model will vary, but they could include tracking
how many youths in a particular group of
offenders are designated for screening, how many
of those are successfully screened, how many
enter the latter stages of the juvenile justice
process, and how many youths with positive
screening results are eventually assessed.The

The Reclaiming Futures model
is the conceptual tool that
helped each Reclaiming Futures
community to unite the effor ts
of cour ts, service providers,
community organizations, and
individual volunteers. 
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Reclaiming Futures model encourages each
community to develop its own approach to
measuring performance at the screening stage.

2. INITIAL ASSESSMENT
Whenever an initial screening suggests that a
youth may have possible substance abuse prob-
lems, the youth is fully assessed using a reputable,
validated tool that measures the degree to which
the youth is negatively affected by alcohol and
other drugs. Comprehensive assessments can
measure a wide range of individual and family
risk factors and service needs, as well as each
youth’s strengths and assets (Winters, 2006;Allen
& Wilson, 2003).The primary purpose of an 
initial assessment is to measure the severity of
substance abuse problems, but a second and
equally important purpose of an assessment is 
to shape an informed service plan.

In some Reclaiming Futures demonstration
sites, juvenile justice practitioners determined
that the most effective reform would be to move
up the timing of assessment to make the results
available earlier. For example, collaborations were
introduced to make substance abuse assessment
results available upon the completion of delin-
quency adjudications so that each court disposi-
tion and treatment plan could incorporate recent
and accurate information about the extent of a
youth’s substance abuse problems.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: In the Reclaiming
Futures model, communities monitor the assess-
ment process by tracking all youths identified
with potential substance abuse problems at
screening and then measuring how many (as a
percentage) go on to get full assessments.The
importance of the assessment stage is monitored
by tracking all youths who do not get full assess-
ments after being identified with drug problems
at screening and measuring how many (as a 
percentage) are successful for at least one year.
(Note: In the Reclaiming Futures model, success
can be defined in various ways, including the
absence of new arrests or new court referrals, no
new drug use, reduced drug use, no subsequent
referrals for drug or alcohol treatment, or some
combination of these measures.)

3. SERVICE COORDINATION
Intervention plans for youth substance abuse
problems are designed and coordinated as a 
system of care (Pires, 2002), using community
treatment teams that are family driven, span
agency boundaries, and draw upon community-
based resources. Intervention plans include 
whatever mix of services is appropriate for each
youth, perhaps including formal drug treatment,
educational and preventive services, involvement
in pro-social activities, and the assistance of 
natural helpers already known to the youth 
and his or her family.All services are designed 
in partnership with families wherever possible.
To ensure seamlessness and prevent slippage,
the service coordinator role is sanctioned and
supported by each agency partner and by all
service providers involved in the youth’s care.

All youths found to have drug abuse problems
during the assessment stage are referred for 
service coordination, whether the service plan
involves only short-term prevention or more
intensive services including residential treatment.
Effective service coordination involves the family
directly, is culturally competent, and includes a
diversity of community resources, even if some 
of these resources have to be developed anew.
Services are individualized and designed to allow
each youth to achieve a defined set of positive
outcomes (Kraft, Schubert, Pond, & Aguirre-
Molina, 2006).

Where formal substance abuse treatment 
is warranted, the Reclaiming Futures model is
based on the Washington Circle standards for
determining appropriate levels of intervention
(http://www.washingtoncircle.org). If outpatient 
substance abuse treatment is indicated, at least
three successful service contacts conducted by 
a licensed provider over no less than 30 days 
is generally considered effective, not including 
continuing care (or aftercare).At least one 
therapeutic (aftercare) contact occurs approxi-
mately 90 days after the onset of treatment.
Research suggests that success is improved the
longer someone stays engaged in treatment.
The Reclaiming Futures model does not require
it, but treatment duration ideally extends to 
the maximum appropriate for a given level of
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problem behavior (periods of up to a year
including aftercare have been suggested for
youths in outpatient services).

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: Reclaiming Futures
communities monitor service coordination by
tracking all youths identified with substance
abuse problems at assessment and then measuring
how many (as a percentage) agree to complete 
a comprehensive service plan.

4. SERVICE INITIATION
The first contact with a service provider (or 
initiation) is a critical moment in any interven-
tion plan (McCorry, Garnick, Bartlett, Cotter,
& Chalk, 2000). Using the Washington Circle 
treatment standards as a guide, initiation in the
Reclaiming Futures model is defined as at least
one service contact within 14 days of a youth’s
initial assessment. Initiation can be measured for
the entire intervention plan or for each compo-
nent of the plan. Service initiation is monitored
whether or not the intervention plan includes
formal drug treatment. Of course, communities
must have an adequate range of appropriate 
treatment options to meet the Reclaiming
Futures model’s expectations related to initiation.

The Reclaiming Futures communities learned
important and sometimes painful lessons about
service initiation. Once they began to monitor
the movement of youths out of the court process
and into the treatment process, several sites dis-
covered that under previous practices, more than
half the youths referred for substance abuse treat-
ment never appeared at their assigned treatment
provider, and this information never found its way
back to the referring agency.Through their efforts
to implement the Reclaiming Futures model,
sites were able to quickly cut this no-appearance
problem, and all continue to refine their efforts 
in direct response to improved monitoring.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: In the Reclaiming
Futures model, communities monitor service 
initiation by tracking all youths who agree to
complete service plans and then measuring how
many (as a percentage) go on to initiate services.
The importance of initiation for youth outcomes
is monitored by tracking all youths who do not 

initiate services after agreeing to the service plan,
and by measuring how many (as a percentage)
are successful for at least one year.The actual
referral mechanism for each youth through all
stages of the service plan is fully documented.

5. SERVICE ENGAGEMENT 
For intervention to be effective, youths and 
families must be effectively engaged in services
(Joe, Simpson, & Broome, 1999; Hubbard,
Craddock, Flynn,Anderson, & Etheridge, 1997).
Engagement is defined as three successful service
contacts within 30 days of a youth’s full assess-
ment. Engagement can be measured for each
service component or for all elements of the
service plan taken as a whole. Engagement is
monitored, however, whether or not the inter-
vention plan includes formal drug treatment.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: Reclaiming Futures
communities monitor service engagement by
tracking all youths who initiate services and
measuring how many (as a percentage) become
fully engaged in services.The importance of
engagement for youth outcomes is monitored 
by tracking all youths who do not become
engaged after initiating the service plan, and 
then by measuring how many (as a percentage)
are successful for at least one year.

6. SERVICE COMPLETION 
Any attempt to address adolescent substance 
abuse problems will be less effective if youths and
families fail to persevere with the intervention
(McKellar, Kelly, Harris, & Moos, 2006; Green 
et al., 2002). One of the principal goals of the
Reclaiming Futures model is to implement 
performance management practices that allow
communities to connect youths with appropriate
resources and to monitor their interactions
through to completion. Community coordination
teams can specify for themselves how much of
each service plan must be completed for the 
plan as a whole to be considered complete.
Another key concept in Reclaiming Futures is
that intervention plans for justice-involved youths
are guided by, and rely as much as possible upon,
community resources. Under the Reclaiming
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Futures model, completion of a service plan is
preceded by the gradual withdrawal of agency-
based services and the engagement of youths 
and families in community resources and natural
helping relationships.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: Reclaiming Futures
communities monitor service completion by
tracking all youths who become engaged in 
services, and by measuring how many (as a 
percentage) go on to complete services.The
importance of completion for youth outcomes 
is monitored by tracking all youths who reach
the stage of service engagement, and then by
measuring how many (as a percentage) are 
successful for at least one year, controlling for
whether or not they actually complete the 
service plan.
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SECTION FOUR:

Evaluation

A national evaluation of Reclaiming Futures is being conducted
by the Urban Institute in collaboration with Chapin Hall Center
for Children at the University of Chicago. The principal goal of 
the evaluation is to assess the effects of the initiative on 
local service systems.

Researchers are tracking whether the juvenile
justice and drug treatment systems in each 
community are changing as intended. Key
informants in each community are asked a series
of questions designed to measure system per-
formance. For example, are the quality and con-
sistency of screening and assessments increasing?
Are the services provided to youths perceived to
be more effective? Do communities seem to be
making more use of cross-agency collaborations? 

The evaluation’s principal strategy for measuring
change at the jurisdiction level is a series of 
bi-annual surveys of key system informants.The
surveys track 13 performance indicators by ask-
ing each informant more than 60 questions about
the processes, policies, leadership dynamics, and
personal relationships that could lead to system
change. Every six months, the 10 Reclaiming
Futures project directors review and affirm a list
of the top 30 to 40 people in their communities
who are thought to know the most about the
quality of local youth services.The informants
typically include judges and other juvenile justice
leaders, drug treatment providers, attorneys prac-
ticing in juvenile court, community volunteers,
and members of various youth-serving and 
faith-based organizations.

Each group of survey respondents is identified
as the finite population of ideal informants in a
given community rather than as a sample from a
larger population of possible informants.

This identification allows statistical tests to 
be calculated with smaller margins of error.
Researchers also test for several types of response
bias. For example, most respondents are not
directly involved with Reclaiming Futures or 
are only vaguely aware of the project, but some
informants in each community are deeply
involved. Evaluators have not found significant
self-interest bias when they compare survey 
data according to the level of a respondent’s
involvement with Reclaiming Futures.

Respondents fill out two Internet-based 
surveys per year. Between 60 and 70 percent of 
invited respondents answer the questions during
each administration of the survey. Individual 
survey items are combined into 13 indices.
Grouped responses on these indices are compared
over time to assess the direction and magnitude
of system change in each jurisdiction.

The 13 Systems Change Indices measure:

• Resource Management—organization, leverage
of staff, and funding;

• Agency Collaboration—quality of inter-agency
relationships;

• Data Sharing—information sharing among
agencies;

• Systems Integration—inter-agency coordina-
tion of services;

• Partner Involvement—interaction among 
Reclaiming Futures partner agencies;
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• Client Information—use of information 
in support of treatment;

• Targeted Treatment—availability of treatment
for specific client groups;

• Treatment Effectiveness—scope and impact 
of treatment services;

• Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Screening 
and Assessment—use of screening and 
assessment tools;

• Family Involvement—family role in design 
and delivery of services;

• Cultural Integration—cultural competence 
and responsiveness;

• Access to Services—ease of client access 
to services/treatment; and

• Pro-social Activities—use of pro-social 
activities in treatment.

Index scores for each measure are calculated as
the numerical average of a person’s answers to all
questions making up that scale. Responses are
scored from –10 (strongly negative), –5 (some-
what negative), 0 (neutral), 5 (somewhat positive),

to 10 (strongly positive). Some questions are
worded negatively, but all answers are recoded 
so that high scores indicate positive opinions.

After five of six planned administrations of 
a bi-annual survey (December 2003 through
December 2005), the results of the Reclaiming
Futures initiative appear to be positive overall.
Eleven of 13 system-change indices show signifi-
cant improvements between the first and fifth
surveys (Table 2). One of the two indices that 
has not improved overall (partner involvement)
was the highest ranked index in all five surveys.

The most notable changes reported by the
Reclaiming Futures communities occurred in the
perceived effectiveness of substance abuse treat-
ment (nine of 10 communities reported signifi-
cant improvement), the extent to which services
were more family focused (eight of 10 commu-
nities improved), and the growing use of pro-
social activities and opportunities for youths as a 
complement to professional interventions (eight
of 10 communities reporting positive change).

Mean index score in all Communities with significant 
10 Reclaiming Futures communities increase from 2003 to 2005

Survey Indices 2003 2004 2005

Partner Involvement 5.8 5.4 5.1 1 of 10

Agency Collaboration 3.7 3.9 4.0 * 4 of 10

Client Information 2.8 3.9 4.0 * 5 of 10

Resource Management 2.7 3.2 3.5 * 6 of 10

AOD Assessment 2.6 3.5 4.1 * 6 of 10

Family Involvement 2.1 3.3 3.7 * 8 of 10

Cultural Integration 1.6 2.1 2.3 * 3 of 10

Systems Integration 1.1 2.3 2.4 * 6 of 10

Treatment Effectiveness 0.3 1.9 2.2 * 9 of 10

Data Sharing 0.3 1.0 1.2 * 5 of 10

Prosocial Activities 0.0 0.9 2.1 * 8 of 10

Access to Services –1.8 –1.4 –0.5 * 7 of 10

Targeted Treatment –2.2 –1.2 –0.7 * 6 of 10

SOURCE: Urban Institute, National Evaluation of Reclaiming Futures. Washington, DC.

* Statistically significant increase between December 2003 and December 2005 sur veys (p < .05)

Table 2   
INDICATORS OF SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT IN TEN RECLAIMING FUTURES COMMUNITIES
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SECTION FIVE:

Conclusion

The Rober t Wood Johnson Foundation’s 10-site demonstration 
project, Reclaiming Futures, is an effor t to improve community-
wide responses to substance abuse problems among justice-
involved youths. 

Ten unique communities developed and then
pilot-tested an integrated, community partnership
model for addressing the pervasive challenges 
of substance abuse among juvenile offenders.
Community leadership teams worked to 
re-engineer policies, to navigate ideological 
complexities, and to fashion new service
approaches for young people within the juvenile
justice system and beyond it. Evaluation results
suggest that the Reclaiming Futures approach is 
a potentially effective method of implementing
local solutions to the substance abuse problems 
of youthful offenders. Reclaiming Futures allows 
the juvenile justice system to ensure that youths
receive screening, assessment, and an array of 
supportive and therapeutic services in a timely
and effective manner. Even when adequate 
services are not yet available, implementing the
Reclaiming Futures model provides performance
measures that can be used to advocate for 
additional services based on evidence of need.
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To be considered a Reclaiming
Futures site, communities need to
do the following:

1) Establish a community collaborative that 

will use the Reclaiming Futures model 

(see graphic, pp. 2–3) to guide the operation

and coordination of the juvenile justice 

and alcohol/drug treatment systems. Key 

community leaders in juvenile justice, alcohol/

drug treatment, and other essential agencies

and par tners must commit to par ticipating in

the collaborative and they must understand and

suppor t the use of the Reclaiming Futures

model as a means of developing an integrated

care system that provides appropriate services,

suppor ts, and oppor tunities for justice-involved

youth with apparent and emerging substance

abuse problems.

EXAMPLES: Written and public statements of

commitment from the key leaders of relevant

organizations and groups in the form of 

official declarations, policies, and memoranda

of understanding. 

2) Hire a change leader working at least .5 FTE

whose formal job duties are to facilitate the

establishment of an integrated care system

consistent with the Reclaiming Futures model

for alcohol/drug involved young people in 

the justice system. The person in this position

should elicit and sustain broad-based commu-

nity suppor t as well as convene, engage, 

and promote cross-disciplinary par ticipation 

in the collaborative by service professionals 

and policymakers. The change leader should 

be hired by, and repor t to an agency with the

authority to guide program activities and to 

convene key stakeholders.

EXAMPLES: Written job description for the 

change leader, organizational char ts and 

agency network diagrams that demonstrate 

the authority and influence of the Reclaiming

Futures collaborative. 

3) Appoint a formal change team that includes

representatives from: the community (youths

and their families, neighborhood groups,

clients and service recipients), the judiciary,

the juvenile justice system (probation and/or

court services), alcohol and drug treatment,

adolescent health and prevention services,

community organizations (faith, business,

civic, youth leadership), and others as needed.

The members of the change team must commit

to par ticipating in a collaborative effor t to 

identify, enact, and sustain the systemic

changes required to create a new system of

care that incorporates the elements of the

Reclaiming Futures model. The change team

must have the capacity to convene and engage

the policymakers and community leaders 

necessary to change policy and practice.

EXAMPLES: Formal documentation of the 

membership of an appointed change team 

with specific language describing the range 

and extent of the group’s responsibilities 

and the roles of individual members. 

4) Engage key members of the change team in 

a collaborative learning process, based upon 

a core curriculum provided by or endorsed by

Reclaiming Futures, including online learning,

phone conferences, and face-to-face meetings.

Completion of the core curriculum will increase

the exercise of shared leadership across 

organizations, enhance practitioner and agency

capacity to create change, and inspire each

community to adopt, implement and sustain 

the Reclaiming Futures model. 

Appendix
Reclaiming Futures Licensing Criteria



EXAMPLES: A formal, written commitment from

key members of the change team (including 

at least the change leader, judge, juvenile 

justice representative, alcohol and drug treat-

ment representative, and a community repre-

sentative) who will par ticipate in an ongoing

learning collaborative. 

5) Produce a strategic plan (with timelines,

benchmarks, and assignments of responsi-

bility) that includes the following elements: 

A. A clear statement of the community’s 

vision for improving its response to alcohol

and drug problems among youth in the 

justice system in a way that does not 

generate added risks for youth. Youth should

be provided with appropriate levels of care

without being drawn fur ther into the justice

system than is absolutely necessary. The

provision of all services, suppor ts, and

oppor tunities for youth should be based on

credible and transparent decision-making 

criteria. For example, decisions about both

outpatient and residential placements for

substance abuse treatment may rely on 

the criteria established by the American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM, Patient

Placement Criteria, Version II Revised).

B. A management structure that integrates 

the duties and responsibilities of the 

change leader, the change team, and the

larger community.

C. A schedule for enacting the administrative

and procedural changes that will be needed

to implement the six elements of the

Reclaiming Futures model.

D. A description of an initial target population 

of youth that will be directly affected by the

systemic changes implemented as par t of

the Reclaiming Futures effor t, and a vision

for how the effor t might be expanded, ideally

reaching every youth in the justice system

with services and suppor ts that are individu-

alized according to the extent of their 

substance abuse problems. 

E. A plan for cross-disciplinary orientation 

and training for system par tners on building

an integrated care system for alcohol/drug

involved youth and how this relates to other

change initiatives in the local community.

F. A plan for developing new services, suppor ts,

and oppor tunities for youth. The expansion of

intervention approaches under the Reclaiming

Futures model will require extensive commu-

nity par tners (other treatment agencies,

schools, volunteer and civic groups, youth

mentoring and leadership oppor tunities,

youth employment oppor tunities, etc.).

G. A plan for developing and implementing an

information system that can generate the

process and outcome measures described 

in the Reclaiming Futures model. The plan

should include a statement of the approach

to be used to collect and analyze the 

data (e.g., individualized case tracking or

aggregate repor ting), a description of the

organizational and agency par tners needed

to operate the system, an initial schedule 

for designing, developing and testing the 

system, a description of how users of the

system will be identified and trained, and

cost estimates for building and establishing

the system.

H. A communications plan that will help to 

generate and sustain suppor t for Reclaiming

Futures by focusing on specific stakeholders,

including policymakers at the state and 

local level, community opinion leaders, 

practitioners, youth and their families, and

the general public. 
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James Bell

Kristie Benson

Dan Bernstine

Jeff Bidmon

Joey Binard

Calvin Bland

Rebecca Block

Eloise Blue Siler

Debbie Bogar t

Nancy Bogardts

Rene Bonds

Natasha Bordeaux

Wilma Bordeaux

Dean Braxton

Elize M. Brown

Jessica Brown

Lisa Brown

Hon. Edward Brunner

Suzan Bryceland

Janeen Buck

Precious Bugarin

Marla Bull Bear

John Bunker

Andy Burness

Rae Burnette

Jerry Burney

Frank Busbee

Debra Butler

Jeff Butts

Kristin Bye

Gary Cadell

Phyllis Yellow Eagle Cadue

Rick Calcote

Jean Callahan

Hazel Cameron

Hon. Anthony Capizzi

Victor Cappoccia

Jimmy W. Carlton 

Kym Carmichael

Steve Carmichael

An initiative like Reclaiming Futures cannot happen

without the help of hundreds of young people, 

families, community leaders, and exper ts. During 

the last eight years, countless individuals have 

contributed, inspired, motivated, shaped, structured,

and built this initiative. Together, we have shown 

it is possible to change the way our juvenile cour ts 

do business and improve the lives of children, youth,

and families in our communities. Reclaiming Futures

will continue making a dif ference.

The names below represent a par tial accounting of

those who have given of themselves so that this 

initiative could grow wings and fly. To all of them and

to the many others who, because of confidentiality

requirements, are not mentioned here — THANK YOU.

Most importantly and on behalf of all the children 

and families not yet receiving this level of quality

services—let's keep the momentum going and

spread the word! So much more needs to be done.

Special thanks to the founding team and ongoing 

leadership from the Rober t Wood Johnson 

Foundation whose dedication to improving health 

and health care—and their abiding focus on 

vulnerable populations—has provided the financial

suppor t to star t this movement.

Here's to the future and our ongoing work together 

to obtain more treatment, assure better treatment,

and go beyond treatment on behalf of youth and 

families everywhere.

Warmest regards,

Laura Burney Nissen 

NATIONAL PROGRAM DIRECTOR, RECLAIMING FUTURES

“ Children are the living messages we send to a time we shall not see.”
— AUTHOR UNKNOWN
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Christine Carr

Susan Carrigan

Elaine Cassidy

Jennifer Castro

Doreen Cavanaugh

Margaret Cawood

Hon. James Cayce

Benjamin S. Chambers

Colleen Chapman

Gayle Chasing Hawk

Ann Christiano

Ellen Churchill 

Barbara Cimaglio

Judy Clark

Hon. Patricia Clark

Tom Cleary

Beach Codevilla

Shaun Coldwell

Josh Cole

Barbara Collins

Allison C. Colker

Kari Collins

Jennifer Columbel

Ed Conway

Currey Cook

LaDoris Cordell

Paul Cornils

Deena Corso

Hon. Donald Costello

Judy Cox

Maureen Cozine

Cora Crary

Elaine Dahlgren

Andrea Daitz

Richard Dalton

Hon. Noreen Daly

Bill Davie

Brandy Davis

Matthew Davis

Suzanne Davis

Lisa Davison

Emily Day

Kathy Day

Shunda Dean

Elleen Deck

Jesse DeJesus

Michelle DeMitchell

Michael Dennis

Michelle DeShazer

Joe Diament

Denise Dishongh

Julie Dodge

Amber Dollar

Mike Driscoll

Anne Dunahoo

Julie Dunger

Mary Dwight

Marcida Eagle Bear

Travis Eagle Deer, Sr.

Edgemont School 

per formers

Stephanie Eikenberry

Maria Eldred

Evan Elkin

Connie Eltman

Jan Embree-Bever

Kathleen Engborg

Myra Engrum

Kit Enniss

Travis Ericson

Rey España

Hon. Jack Espinosa, Jr.

Jeremy Estrada

Raina Beavers Evans

Patty Farrell

Lew Feldstein

William Feyerherm

Janet Filips

Steve Fishler

Nancy Fishman

Lisa Fithian-Barrett

J. Rober t Flores

Bill Fogar ty

Donald Foy

Rober t Francis

John Franz

Robb Freda-Cowie

Derrick Freeman

Karen Freeman

Nick Freidenberg 

Joanne Fuller

Maria Gagnon

Elizabeth Gaines

Laurie Garduque  

Rekaya Gibson

Elissa Gitlow

Gigi Gleason

Mark Godley

Susan Godley

Rose Golden

Juan Gomez

Naomi Good Shield

Charlotte Tsoi Goodluck

Andy Goodman

Ray Goodman, III

Sheryl Goodman

John Goris

Hon. Ernestine S. Gray

Sherry Green

Kristen Grimm

Brandy Grooms

Matt Gruenberg

Kur t Guenther

Joanne Guillemette

Sue Haas

Phil Hager ty

Corey Hairy Shir t

Julie Halpern

Travis Hamilton

Frank Hammer

Shelley Hammes

Nathalie Hamoudi

Vui Han-Mar

Chris Hanneke

Edward Hansen

Rachel Harris

Jackie Harrison

Kim Harvey-Trigoso

Jeff Haskins

Ruby Haughton-Pitts

Emmitt Hayes, Jr.

Nora Hayes

Hon. Linda Haynes

Hon. Cur tis Heaston

William M. Heffron

Dianne Heitman

Debbie Helgerson

William Helsley

Carol Helton

Tif finey Hendon

Barbara Henjum

William Herald

Ivan Hernandez

Laura Hernandez

Hon. William Hitchcock

Tim Hogg

Gail Holly

Amy Holmes-Hehn

Shadi Houshyar

Rober t Hughes

Bill Hughey

Rodney Hunter

Hunter Hurst

Pam Babb Hutchins

Hon. George Hyde

Jim Ingram

Hon. Laura C. Inveen

Dick Jacobs

Ben C. Jakes

Liz Janke

Christine Janssen

Paul Jellinek

Ernest Jenkins

Fred Jenkins

Gloria Jenkins 

[in memorium]

Rick Jensen 

Elliott Johnson

Bridgett Jones

Kristin Jones

Rickol Jones

Beverly Jones-Ar thur

Annmarie Karayianes

Nancy Kaufman

Scott Keir

Hon. Carol Kelly

Hon. Edwin Kelly

Michael Kerosky 

Michael Kesten

Zerrick Keyes

Cyndy Kiely

Michelle Kilgore

Angela Kimball

Steve King

Lora Kinunnen

David Kirby

Lisa Kloppenberg

David Koch

Ellen Konrad

Mindy Koontz

Paul Koren

Nancy Koroloff

Sofia Kounelias

Kate Kraft

David Krahl

Barry Krisberg

Dorene Kuffer

George Kuhlman

Hon. Nick Kuntz

Kelly Laakso

Shari Landry

Jesse Lane

Hon. Lester Langer

Virginia Latham

A Note of Thanks
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Julie Laramie-Moss

Doreen Laskow

Cathy LaTourette

Risa Lavizzo-Mourey

Renee LeBreche

Luceia LeDoux

Billy D. Lee

Gloria Leslie

Donn Levine

Hon. Kip Leonard

Brian Lindstrom

Kay Locke

Jean Logan

Chris Lohr

Elissa Long

Wilson Lopez

Bar t Lubow

Maria Guajardo Lucero

Scott MacDonald

Bea Maciolek

Juliette Mackin

Corlita Mahr

Barb Maidel

R. Paul Maiden

Rob Mailander

Reverend Jon Magnuson

Barb Malchik

Dennis Maloney

[in memorium]

John Mangan

Kathy Manns

Bill Manov

Raquel Mariscal

Jim Marks

Hon. Sherman Marshall

Hon. Willard G. Martin

Tanya Martin

Jimena Martinez

Linda Marye

Hon. Mary Ann Mason

Domina Matthews

Theresa Maule

Julian McClanahan

Hon. Ralph McClanahan

Steve McComb

John McDermott

Hon. Roger McDonald

Mike McGinnis

Maureen McGlone

Pastor Ar thur L. McGuire

Charlotte McGuire

J. Michael McInnes

Jay McMillen

Jeff Meade

Lori Melichar

Dan Merrigan

Mary Jo Meyers

Nancy Middlebrook

Jan Mihalow

Ben Milder

Jackie Miller

Neahe Miller

Hon. Sandra W. Miller

Al Minor

Linda Moffitt

Jaime Molina

Michelle Molloy

Karen Monsees

Kathleen Moore

Melissa Moore

David Morse

Gwyneth Moya

Randy Muck

Hon. Michael Murphy

Don Murray

Jeff Nadler

Carolyn Nava

William Naylor

John S. Nelson

Kristi Nelson

Thach Nguyen

Jessica Nickel

Laura Nissen

Kareen Noel

Jamie Noto

Kerrie O’Brien

Abbey O’Connor

Nancy Oananon

Denise One Star

Wanda Packard

Nelson Page

Vickie Parker

Ken Parks

Les Par tington

Kim Pascual

Miriam Patterson

Mitch Patterson

Cher Paul

Stephanie Pearson

Hope Pendergrass

Carmen Perez

Yolanda Perez-Logan

Jim Peterson

Ana Ventura Phares

Pam Pilgrim

Anthony “Tony” Piper

Lee Post

Mac Prichard

Dwayne Proctor

Hon. Kenny Profitt

Lori Provenzano

Patti Puritz

Lida Rafia

Raffaella Rainieri

Richard Rapp

Ken Ray

Cheryl Reed

Renate Reichs

Matt Reid

Charlene Rhyne

Joan Ribiero

Tanya Rice

Betsy Richter

Sara Rishfor th

Andrew Rober ts

Marilyn Rober ts

Alan Robichaud

Angie Robinson

Demetrius Robinson

Donald Robinson

Lavoris Robinson

Louis Rodge

Hon. Jose R. Rodriguez

Michael Rohan

John Roman

Andre Rosay

Laurie Rosenthal

Shelli Rossman

Tim Rourke

Eve Sakran

Meghan Salas

Hon. John Salazar

Peg Sandeen

Melissa Sanders

Meghan Sanghavi

Richard Sarette

Karin Schaff

Judy Schector

Hon. William Schneider

Steven Schroeder

Kristin Schuber t

Nancy Schwartz

Rich Scott

Wayne Scott

Mia Sedwick

Eric Shafer

Victoria Shaver

Jerry Shough

Donia Shuhaiber

Hon. Stephen Siegel

William P. Sif fermann

Amy Singer

Barney Slowey

Liz Smith

Howard Snyder

June Sobocinski

Hon. Thomas Solka

Dan Spero

Lino Spotted Elk

Cecelia Spotted Tail

Melody St. Charles

Brett St. Clair

Robyn Steely

Roma Stephens

Jill Stewart

Vanessa Stone

Jody Struve

Mark Studstill

Barry Sullivan

Hon. Janel Sully

Makini Summerville

Hilde Surbaugh

Michelle Wyatt Sweeting

Ingrid Swenson

Ron Talarico

Marcia Lee Taylor

Allan Tesche

Joanne Thibeau

Doug Thomas

Shirley Thompson

Carol Tierney

Hon. Velma Tilley

Barry Timmerman

Jan de la Torre

Carol Touchinski

Laurel Tracy

Jackie Tran

Jeremy Travis

David True

Margaret Tumulty

Tim Turley

Bridget Turner

Scott Turner

Naomi Two Hawk

A Note of Thanks
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Sharol Unger

Julia Valpiani

Sharon Van Sickle

Thuy Vanderlinde

Tyson Vanover

Judy Vautravers

Dawn Floyd Velazquez

Rick Velasquez

Lesly Verduin

Cheri Villines

Jim Vollendroff 

Keith Vukasinovich

Susan Waild

Les Walker

Martha Walton

Ed Walz

James Ward

Jeanette Wattley

Michael Weber

Hon. Elizabeth Welch

Judy Weller

Leslie Wenderoff

Stan West

Bill Westel

Chris Wheeler

Lisa Hayden Whisman

Alyssa Whitby

Michelle White

Marlies White Hat

Darryl Williams

Julianne Williams

Katherine Williams

Diane Wilson

Lisa Wilson

Susan Windmiller

Wendy Winkleman

Mark Wirschem

Jodi Wolfe

Gina Wood

Travis Wooden Knife

Hope Woodhead

Renee Woodside

Kelly Walker

Hon. Nan Waller

Leilani Wright

Pam Zysett

A Note of Thanks
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Portland State University serves

as a center of opportunity for

over 25,000 undergraduate and

graduate students. Located in

Portland, Oregon, one of the

nation’s most livable cities, the

University’s innovative approach

to education combines academic

rigor in the classroom with 

field-based experiences through

internships and classroom proj-

ects with community partners. 

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

P.O. Box 751

Portland, OR 97207-0751

www.pdx.edu

Reclaiming Futures is a new approach to helping teenagers 

caught in the cycle of drugs, alcohol and crime. A five-year, 

$21 -million national program of the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation, Reclaiming Futures is housed in the Regional

Research Institute for Human Services of the Graduate 

School of Social Work at Portland State University. 

RECLAIMING FUTURES

Graduate School of Social Work

Portland State University

P.O. Box 751

Portland, OR 97207-0751

tel: (503) 725.8911

www.reclaimingfutures.org

The Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation is devoted exclusively

to improving the health and 

health care of all Americans.

Helping people lead healthier 

lives and get the care they

need — we expect to make a 

difference in your lifetime. 

THE ROBERT WOOD

JOHNSON FOUNDATION

Route 1 and College Road East

P.O. Box 2316

Princeton, NJ 08543-2316

tel: (877) 843.RWJF (7953)

www.rwjf.org

The Urban Institute is a non-

partisan, nonprofit economic

and social policy research 

organization. To promote sound

social policy and public debate

on national priorities, the Urban

Institute gathers and analyzes

data, conducts policy research,

evaluates programs and ser-

vices, and educates Americans 

on critical issues and trends. 

THE URBAN INSTITUTE

2100 M Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20037

tel: (202) 833.7200

www.urban.org

Chapin Hall Center for Children

at the University of Chicago is 

a nonpartisan policy research

center dedicated to bringing 

rigorous research and innova-

tive ideas to policymakers, 

service providers, and funders

working to improve the 

well-being of children.

CHAPIN HALL CENTER 

FOR CHILDREN

University of Chicago

1313 East 60th Street

Chicago, IL 60637

tel: (773) 753.5900

www.chapinhall.org


